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Texl Genres On Discourse Ysis
Within this intertextually intraconnected field of recurrently patterned discourse, or genre system, my research has focused on argumentative texts̶in this case, texts communicating a clear claim ...
Genre and the Performance of Publics
This lively and accessible study of media and discourse combines theoretical reflection with empirical engagement, and brings together insights from a range of disciplines. Within media and cultural ...
Media Discourse
His own description of his modus operandi was

the genre of discourse.

He is a synthesizer rather than ... Such a course would be unthinkable in a modern university, where texts serve to illustrate ...

Lionel Trilling: the genre of discourse
Somehow, Miller manages to catalogue and connect all the things that have passed for pomo in recent years--from identity politics to melange, from the discourse of deconstruction (amply de-jargonized ...
'The Avengers' Illuminates The Pomo Zeitgeist With A Cathode Glow.
This 2004 volume focuses on its development as a genre in late medieval English ... to the writers and readers of medical and scientific texts. Referring to authentic medieval texts, they show how ...
Medical and Scientific Writing in Late Medieval English
Farabi s translations of The Republic into Arabic, and his exegesis of this text. But then, when I shifted to sociology, I was reading something by Weber, where he describes science as sui generis to ...
The Culture-War Stuff Just Rots the Brain
Writer Amit Chaudhuri s Finding The Raga is about discovering one

s music through a labyrinth of sounds and experiences ...

The world of Hindustani music is exceptionally territorial, says Amit Chaudhuri
The games will appear with the existing portfolio as a new programming genre. While the stock buzzes on the addition of new dimensions to streaming services by the company, it also got a little ...
Netflix Gains On Signaling Video Games Play, UBS Upgrade
Palak Patel, formerly a lead analyst at Fidelity for Latin America and South Asia, has contributed a thoughtful volume to this broad genre. His "The Tyranny of Nations," published in May ...
Deja Vu All Over Again
For centuries civil discourse around one work of an author ... Some book clubs are more specialized. They focus on one genre, one author or one geographic area or time period.
STELLPFLUG COLUMN: Book clubs are for everyone
The bedroom producer creates deepfakes on Tacotron 2, a text-to-speech program developed ... deepfakes would ultimately

distort democratic discourse; manipulate elections; erode trust in ...

'It's Fan Fiction For Music': Why Deepfake Vocals of Music Legends Are on the Rise
An examination of the witness discourse in the media reveals that only certain types ... cast suspicion on user-generated witness testimonies and reports. The authoritative text of military witness ...
With Release of Pentagon Report, UFO Narrative Belief System is Suddenly Supported by Military Witness Testimonies
understanding of genre, historical periods, diverse voices and traditions, and various discourses of memory; awareness and application of a variety of discourse patterns and strategies in the German ...
Comprehensive Exam
The post-presidential wave of books about Donald Trump is beginning to crest, with more and more autopsies of his presidency and deep-dives on specific subjects on the way ‒ all adding to the already ...
What might Donald Trump s presidential memoir look like ‒ and can he sell it?
I find games I used to love frustrating, and genres I used to love alien and ... None of this is a particularly new trend though, and the discourse over single player vs. service games has been ...
Have your gaming habits changed as you've gotten older?
"Further, if we were to substitute the term 'alien' for 'noncitizen' in reference to specific statutory provisions, we risk stating the law inaccurately." Today the 11th Circuit decided Martinez ...
11th Circuit Panel Squabbles Over The Word "Alien"
This is because many of the African migrants in her work are not only looking for greener pastures, they are also in constant discourse with ... the short story sub-genre gives ample room for ...
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